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Some Major Goals of Artificial Intelligence

•Implement Intelligent Activities

•Explain Intelligence Computationally

Keynote AddressL. Manevitz

AI
Cognitive

Psychology
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Constraints on Cognitive Theories

•Embodiness: Cognition is related to the Brain 
and must be implemented in the “wetware” 

we have.

•Computational: The theories must perform in 
real time.
Cognitive

Psychology

Neuroscience

Computation
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Some Recent Case Studies from the 
Neurocomputation Laboratory

•How physiology of brain explains aspects of reading
(Eviatar, Hazan, Manevitz, Peleg, Timor)

•Extracting Temporal Processing Abilities from the brain to 
develop methods appropriate for temporal pattern 

recognition  (Hazan, Manevitz)

•Explaining Episodic and Semantic Memory Systems – how 
properties emerge as well as recently identified “generic” 

memory systems   (Itzcovich, Gilboa, Manevitz)

•Diagnose , cluster and treat patients with various kinds of 
brain injury via machine learning  and modeling techniques in 

Virtual Reality Environments (Feintuch, Manevitz Mednikov, Slinitsky)

•“Reading the Mind” :  Machine Learning Tools plus Feature 
Selection can succeed in classifying  cognitive tasks by looking 

at pure physiological brain data (Boehm, Hardoon, Manevitz)

4
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Why Model?

Or:

How does the
computational approach

contribute to developing, understanding and 
testing psychological theories? 

5L. Manevitz
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How does a psychological theory develop?

•Identify a phenomenom
•Develop a theory to explain how it works at some 

level of detail
•Develop a psychophysical experiment designed to 

verify theory
•(Only recently possible)  Evalutate fMRI or other 

physiological correlates to see if theory consistent 
with this data

•(Rarely done) Develop a computational model 
designed to test the theory

•Modify and Iterate based on results

6L. Manevitz

Cognitive

Neuroscience 

Computation
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How Detailed a Computational Model?

•“Infinite Blue Brain” ?   (IBM and EPFL in Switzerland)

–Simulate everything  inside the blue brain?
–If simulation as complicated as object, no advance!
–Performance can strengthen belief in “blue brain” but not 

in theory

•To explain performance and justify theory, model 
should be as simple as possible that has components of 

theory.  As theory evolves, model can evolve in 
complexity.

7L. Manevitz
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Dual Hemispheric Computational 
Model of 

Disambiguation in Silent Reading
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Example: Aspects of Silent Reading
•Semantical, Phonological, Orthographical Identification

–How  do they interact?  
–Are words read as entities; avoiding phonology or are the words 

“mentally” sounded out –what does that mean?

–To tease out relationships, psychologists do, e.g. psychophysical 
experiments where they measure, e.g., reaction time.   

•“Priming” helps control semantic information,  homophones and 
heterophones help control phonology

•Heterophone: “wind” (watch) and “wind” (weather)
•Homophone:  “bank”(river) and “bank” (money)

–Two Hemispheres: input controlled by Divided Visual Field 
projection in experiments

9
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Human Experiments

•Use Divided Visual Field Experiments (DVF) to 
Flash Ambiguous Words to separate 

hemispheres.

•Then measure reaction 

times.
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Observations and Theory

•Both Hemispheres have orthography, 
phonology and semantics representations

•LH decides more quickly than RH.    RH 
“maintains” the activation of varied meanings 

for a longer period.

•Why?    How?

–“Standard” Theory:  Perhaps LH has a special 
mechanism for depression of inappropriate 

meanings)  
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Cognitive Theory (Faust, Peleg, Eviatar)

•The LH and RH  have slightly different 
connectivity

Left Hemisphere Right Hemisphere

Orthography

SemanticsPhonology

Orthography

SemanticsPhonology
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O

SP

Human Psychophysical Experiments

•If  the “standard theory” mechanism is 
correct, the difference between RH and LH 

should not change between homophones and 
heterophones

•If Peleg and Eviatar are correct, the 
relationship should change.

•This was borne out by DVF experiments

–Note: Hebrew Useful.      Many Homographs 
(Heterophones and Homophones)  (“wind”, “bank”).   Few  

English heterophones.

RH
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Computational Models

•Simplest:  Kowamoto Connectionist 

–(models interaction between Orthography, 
Phonology and Semantics) – timing effects emerge 

from structure

•Word meanings stored by weight training

14L. Manevitz
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Computational Modeling 
(HananelHazan)

• Based on Kowamoto’s connectionist network

• LH – All connected.

• RH – Phonology neurons not connected to Orthography

•Simulation gave qualitative correspondence to Human DVF 

experiments controlled for phonology and semantics

•“Dumping” from RH to LH allowed “recovery” from wrong meaning

Phonology Semantic

Orthography

Phonology Semantic

Orthography

Right Hemisphere NetworkLeft Hemisphere Network

15L. Manevitz
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In Simulation we can track levels of 
activity over time

•Homophone  Heterophone

Note: The Crossover (next slide)
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Additional results-Humans vs. 
Simulation

Run Time - subordinate-biased context
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Why do we need two Hemispheres?

•“I went to the bank where I found some fish 
that was left there.”     (homophone)

•“Polish comes from the city,  wisdom from the 
desert”.  (heterophone)

Without the two hemispheres we will 
misconstrue these sentences.
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Corpus Callosum Model

Right Hemisphere Network:

Phonology

Orthography

Semantic 

Meaning

Left Hemisphere Network:

Phonology

Orthography

Semantic 

Meaning
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Results on Corpus Callosum Model

“LH only” - LH receives counter clues without intervention from RH.

“RH only” - RH receives counter clues without intervention from LH.

“LH+RH +Low Noise“ - LH receives counter clues and RH phonologic and semantic

information containing additional small random values.

Dominant

Meaning

Subordinate      

Meaning

Doesn’t 

Converge

LH 88% 0% 12%

RH 17% 63% 20%

LH + RH + Low Noise 0 97% 3%
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Computational Models

•Rom Timor :   Unified Model of LH and RH 
together with Corpus Callosum both in 

learning and function

Phonology Semantic

Orthography

Phonology Semantic

Orthography

Right Hemisphere NetworkLeft Hemisphere Network

0.25

0.25

0.25

21L. Manevitz
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Results of Different Connectivity and 
Training via Corpus Callosum 

“Change of Mind”

L. Manevitz 22

Separate Hemispheres “Dumping RH to LH” 

Separate Learning, Fixed CC Joint Learning including CC Joint Learning,  Bounded CC
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Cognitive

Neuroscience 

Computation

Very Recent Results

•We also get similar results passing from LH to 
RH in the case of heterophones!

•Conclusions:

–RH keeps both meanings active for homophones

–LH keeps both meanings active for heterophones

Together they resolve ambiguities     Nice!
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Cognitive

Neuroscience 

Computation

Future Human Work

•We are now arranging for some experiments 
to be done in an fMRI setting (with a 

colleague  Tali Bitan) to test our computational 
theories on humans. 

•She will use tools of Friston (DCM) to see 
which areas of the brain  are influencing 

others during different contexts and see if it 
agrees with our predictions.    

L. Manevitz 24
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Deeper Question

•How could the brain establish such a nice 
arrangement?

•For Q & A.

•Briefly: We think the brain has many ways that 
information is implicitly available – this allows 
the specific representation used, to be chosen 

from a plethory of possibilities.
L. Manevitz 25
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Cognitive

Neuroscience 

Computation

26

Conclusion

•Two networks successfully simulate the time course of 
ambiguity resolution in the two cerebral hemispheres. 

•This Dual Hemispheric Reading Model makes novel and 
surprising predictions that were borne out in a 

subsequent behavioral study that no other simulated 
model had done. 

•When information is transferred from one hemisphere to 
the other,  the computational advantage of two separate 

networks, successfully recovers from the mistakes.

•Influence diagrams to be verified with human fMRI and 

DCM
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Models of Episodic, Semantic and 
Generic Memories

A. Gilboa, A. Itzkovich,  L. Manevitz
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Human Memory

•Various Kinds of Memory:

–Semantic, Episodic, “Generic”

•Behave different ways : “flavor”, complexity, method of 
acquiring, forgetting  

•Related to Hippocampus and Cortex

–Damage Studies

–Theories of Consolidation

•There is a “standard theory of consolidation”

–Relates Hippocampus and NeoCortex

–HC  separates “close” episodes 
28L. Manevitz
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The Planned model

• Include two working interacting parts. 

– NC: storing generic memories, attractor to some 
generalization of an event

– HC: storing unique events, attractor to the unique 
event. Using One-shot learning



The memories

The original 
memories:

The similar 
memories:

Error in Original memories when disabling the HC:



HC Output

New Similar
memories

Time axis

Time of adding a
New  similar 
memory to the 
system



NC Output
(HC disabled)
Original event

Time axis

Time the similar  
memory  is  
added to the 
system



NC Output
(HC disabled)
Similar event

Time axis

Time the similar 
memory is added 
to system
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The model so far

•The model so far: 
–HC: one shot learning of an event. Even for “similar” events

–NC: getting generalization of an event.  Several close memories share 
attractors when HC disabled.

–Retrograde amnesia: when disabling the HC, the system does not 
degrade completely but can restore a generic memory

–Not yet completed: Antegrade amnesia: after the HC was disabled, the 
system can learn, but in a much slower pace

•Next Steps
–See if we can compare learning in disabled model and compare it with 

methods of helping patients with damaged HC to learn new 
memories.
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Temporal Neurons, Topology  and 
Stability of Liquid State Machines

H. Hazan and L. Manevitz
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What is a Liquid State Machine?

*Marek Kraft, Filip Ponulak and Andrzej Kasioski. FPGA Implementation of ReSuMe Learning in Spiking Neural Networks, Proc. of 
EPFL LATSIS Symposium 2006, Dynamical principles for neuroscience and intelligent biomimetic devices, Lausanne, Switzerland, 
pp.97-98, 2006.

• Proposed as a model of  cortical microcircuits.
• The idea is to compute on the path and not the 

attractors.  (“Liquid” analogous to rocks in a lake.)
• Some of the nodes receives input from external

sources in addition to input from other nodes.
• The recurrent nature of the connections turns the 

time varying input into a spatio-temporal pattern of 
activations in the network nodes.

• Examples: Voice Recognition, Temporal Noise Filters
• Good generalization ability 
• BUT: … 
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Instability of LSM – Not Robust
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LSM condition 5% Damage 10% Damage

No Damage 90.45% 92.01%

Dead Neurons 80.35% 60.3 %

Noisy Neurons 59.08% 53.8%

38

Some Numbers
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Small Worlds Can Restore Stability
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Small World Topology
Cortical connectivity maps (Stephan et al.,2000)

Small-world diagram (Watts and Strogatz 1998)
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Damage of Dead 
Neurons

Damage of Noisy 
Neurons

3x20

6x10

20%
Random
Connectivity

3x20

6x10

20%
Random
Connectivity

Degree of
In-Connectivity

3x20 Result

LSM 
condition

5% 
Damage

10% 
Damage

No Damage 100% 100%

Dead 
Neurons

66.8% 64.17%

Noise 
Damage

84.16% 70.76%
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Summary

•Real Neurons have temporal properties

•Liquid State Machines incorporate this

•Unfortunately, not robust

•Small World Topologies can Restore 
Robustness
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“Reading the Mind”:
Identifying Cognitive States from 

Physiological Data
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One-Class Pattern Recognition of 
Cognitive States

from  fMRI Brain Activity Data
via

Neural Networks

Omer Boehm, David Hardoon and Larry Manevitz

University of  Haifa

University College. London

IBM Research Center, Haifa
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Cooperators and Data

•Ola Friman; fMRI Motor data from the 
Linköping University (currently in Harvard 

Medical School) 

•Rafi Malach, Sharon Gilaie-Dotan and  Hagar 
Gelbard fMRI Visual data from the Weizmann 

Institute of Science
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Challenge:
Given an fMRI

•Can we learn to 
recognize from the MRI 
data, the cognitive task 

being performed?

•Automatically?

Omer Boehm

Thinking Thoughts
WHAT ARE THEY?
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One class pattern recognition

•This work shows how one-class recognition of cognitive brain 
functions across multiple subjects can be performed at the 

90% level of accuracy via an appropriate automatic choices of 
features. 

•This is an extension to one-class work done by David Hardoon 
and Larry Manevitz,  where such classification was first shown 

to be possible in principle albeit with an accuracy of about 
60%. 

•It is comparable to work of various groups around the world  
(e.g. CMU, UCL and others) which have concentrated on two-

class classification. 
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Data description

Face

Blank

House

. . . . .

Object
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Problems with fMRI data

•Data has huge dimensionality

120K real values/features in one scan

•Very few Data points for training

–MRIs are expensive

•Data is “poor” for Machine Learning

–Noise from scan

–Data is smeared over Time and Space (BOLD, resolution)

–Variability (within subject and cross subjects)

•People‟s Brains are Different; both geometrically and 

(maybe) functionally
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Data description

4 subjects

Per subject, we have 46 slices of 46x58 window 

(122728 features) over 147 time points. 

21 Faces

21 Houses

21 Patterns

21 Objects

63 „Blanks‟

each voxel/feature is 3x3x3mm
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Machine Learning Tools

•Neural Networks

•Support Vector Machines (SVM)

•Both perform classification by finding a 

multi-dimensional separation between the  

“accepted “ class and others

•However, there are various techniques and 

versions
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Training Methods and Architectures 
Differ

•2 –Class Labeling

–Support Vector Machines

–“Standard” Neural Networks 

•1 –Class Labeling

–Bottleneck Neural Networks

–One Class Support Vector Machines

•0-Class Labeling

–Clustering Methods
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1-Class Training

•Appropriate when you have representative sample of 
the class; but only episodic sample of non-class

•System Trained with Positive Examples Only

•Yet Distinguishes Positive and Negative 

•Techniques
–Bottleneck Neural Network

–One Class SVM
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One Class is what is Important
in this task!!

•Typically only have representative data for one 
class at most

•The approach is scalable; filters can be 
developed one by one and added to a system.
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Trained Identity Function 

Fully Connected

Fully Connected

Bottleneck Neural Network

Input (dim n)

Compression 
(dim k)

Output (dim n)
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Concept: Feature Selection?

Since most of data is “noise”:

•Can we narrow down the 120,000 features to 
find the important ones?

•Perhaps this will also help the complementary 
problem:  find areas of brain associated with 

specific cognitive tasks
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Finding the features

•Manual binary search on the features

•Algorithm: (Wrapper Approach)

–Split Brain in contiguous “Parts” (“halves” or 

“thirds”)

–Redo entire experiment once with each part

–If improvement, you don‟t need the other parts.

–Repeat

–If all parts worse:  split brain differently.

–Stop when you can‟t do anything better. 
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Finding the features
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Finding the features

Manual Binary Search
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Finding the features

Manual Binary Search
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Too Slow, too hard, not good enough; 
need to automate

•We then tried a Genetic Algorithm Approach 
together with the Wrapper Approach around the 

Compression Neural Network

About 75% 1 class accuracy
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GENETIC ALGORITHM

L. Manevitz 75

101011

000101101011 110011000101

000101101011 000101110011

000101

Bit-strings Evaluations

Populations

Add Mutations
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The genetic algorithm

•Genome:  Binary Vector of dimension 120,000

•Crossover:  Two point crossover randomly 

Chosen

•Population Size: 30

•Number of Generations: 100

•Mutation Rate:  .01

•Roulette Selection 

•Evaluation Function: Quality of classification 
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Computational difficulties

•Need to repeat the entire earlier experiments 

30 times for each generation.

•Then run over 100 generations

•Lots of memory, lots of time

•Parallelize independent jobs
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Number of features gets reduced
3748 

feature
s 3246 

feature
s

2843 
feature

s
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Final areas
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Results on same data sets
(earlier had 60% in 1-class)

PatternsObjectsHousesFacesCategory

Filter

92%84%84%-Faces

92%83%-84%Houses

92%-91%83%Objects

-92%85%92%Patterns

93%92%92%91%Blank
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Areas of Brain

•Not yet analyzed statistically

Visually:

•We do *NOT* see local areas (contrary to 
expectations

•Number of Features is Reduced by Search (to 
2800 out of 120,000)

•Features do not stay the same on different 
runs although the algorithm produces features 

of comparable quality

•Indicates implicit information in many voxels
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Future work

•Push the GA further.  

–We did not get convergence but chose the elite 

member

–Other options within GA

–More generations

–Different ways of representing data points

•Find ways to close in on the areas or to discover what 

combination of areas are important.

•Use further data sets; other cognitive tasks

•Discover how detailed a cognitive task can be 

identified.
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Summary

•2 Class Classification 

–Excellent Results (close to 90% already known)

•1 Class Results

–Excellent results (around 90% over all the 
classses!)    

•Automatic Feature Extraction

–Reduced to 2800 from 140,000 (about 2%).

–Surprisingly: Not contiguous features

–Indications that this can be bettered.
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Overall Summary

Cognition

Neuroscience 

Computation

•We’ve seen some examples where we saw 
how interactions between the Computational  

Perspective, the Neuroscience Perspective and 
the Cognitive Perspective can be fruitful.

•Thank you for

your attention


